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Historical Series:  Early 1960s  

Week 3: Puff sleeve blouse/dress/apron/pinafore 
As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this 
blog, you may NOT sell it.  If you sell things made from this pattern I’d appreciate credit for the pattern design.   
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  https://jenwrenne.wordpress.com/ 
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the pictures should suffice, but if you need help please email me! 

 
 I thought it would be fun to do two entirely different outfits from the same fabrics, and then pose them as 
though mom had made the sisters coordinated outfits and taken them to a department store for Christmas 

portraits.  This red striped fabric, reminiscent of candy canes, seemed perfect. 
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To the best of my knowledge, there were two Chatty outfits labeled “Peppermint”.  One was a pink striped  

dress with a peter pan collar and eyelet pinafore called “Peppermint Stick”, and the other was an eyelet 
blouse over a sundress that had a red yoke and red and white striped skirt.  This second one was also 

produced in medium blue, or sometimes blue bodice and light blue skirt and I’ve seen it called “Sundress” 
“Blue Party Dress” or “Two-tone Jumper”.  There were both Canadadian and US versions and sometimes they 

varied a bit.  For the pink-striped “Peppermint Stick” dress, the sleeves of Canadian version had integral 
sleeves, and the American had puffed horizontally striped ones like those above.  
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Jumpers/pinafores: 
With this and the patterns from week 1, you can make a nice variety of little girl styles of the 1950s and early 1960s.  
Additions for this week include puffy sleeves and some pinafore options.  Unlike in many previous eras where aprons 
and pinafores were cover-ups to protect clothing, by this time they were mainly decorative, in some cases not even 
removable from the dress. 

 
To be clear…I’m using these terms in the American sense.  A jumper is something that usually has a skirt and a bib/straps 
and gets worn over a blouse.  A pinafore is worn over a dress and may be just an apron or have a skirt in front and back.   

 
 (pic on L from an advance pattern, the others from a CC paperdoll – note the real version of the last dress had 

a round, not pointy collar) 

 
Important:  You will also need week 1 pattern for this – get it 

here: https://jenwrenne.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/chatty-
cathy-week-1.pdf 
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Peppermint dress 

 
The collar should roll.  Turn down, pin in place and steam (don’t press!) with iron. 

 
Easy pattern alteration for a modified sleeve:  place the pattern on fold as shown (top edge is ½”/1cm from fold) to 
make the cap of the sleeve wider.  Open it out and trim the bottom edge into a nice curve, shortening length by about 
half. 
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Eyelet blouse 
Use 5” wide eyelet.  I bought 1.5 yards, which stretched out to almost 2 yards after the upper gathering edge 

was removed.  It was more than enough for both the blouse and a pinafore.  You’ll need a small amount (~12”) 
of 1” wide eyelet for the collar also.  If you made the pinafore, you can use leftover scraps from that. 

 
This cute blouse can be worn either under or over a jumper; the original might have been a bit shorter than 
this.  It’s based on the dress pattern, and does fit over the jumper but the back gets a little weird around the 

enormous bow.  I’m not sure how the original was meant to fit, since I haven’t seen a back view of the 
costume on the doll.  I ended up just closing flush at the very top with a small square of Velcro and then 
folding the back away to fit around the bow.  Not a very elegant solution, but making it wider at the back 

would have covered the bow completely. 

 
The original sleeves were gathered to elastic.  If you want something longer-lasting, you could gather and topstitch onto 
a narrow strip of bias that you’ve measured to go over the doll’s hand/arm. 
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The top edge of the collar should roughly match the curve in the collar piece to fit onto the neckline.  Trim the edges at 
an angle and hem.  Face neck with bias. 

x 
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Pinafore 
Measurements are as follows: 

Skirt: 13-16” of 5” tall eyelet, header removed 
Waistband: 11” of 1” wide eyelet, header removed 

Straps: Cut 2 – each 9” of 1” wide eyelet, header removed 
Ties: cut from batiste using sash guide with sundress pattern below 

 
1. Remove headers and press all eyelet flat 
2. Make ties 
3. Gather pinafore 
4. Sew to waistband 
5. Hem sides, catching pleated side of tie into hemstitching if possible 
6. Hem edges of straps 
7. Tie on doll OVER DRESS and adjust strap length and placement 
8. Tack straps in place on inside 
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Hem one edge, turn down one hemmed edge, trim point, turn under and hem other side.  This type of finish for the sash 
was found on Chatty’s pinafore (below) but after I made this, I found this eyelet pinafore sometimes had a pointy edge.  

In that case, hem both sides, fold, bring raw edges together and sew.  When you turn, it should form a point. 
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Sundress or jumper 

The original of this came in the red/white as shown, as well as medium blue and a two-tone blue combination.  Note 
that the bodice does NOT go all the way around the doll’s chest, it closes with the bow and the skirt overlaps closed 

beneath the bow.   

 

Make straps and just sew at the top edge.   

 
 
Make back ties, press pleats in, tuck in between main and lining as shown and sew.  Clip, turn, press.  Your skirt needs to 
extend about 2” out from either side of the bodice to close with an overlap.  Hem or face the skirt opening.  Try on doll, 

adjust straps, sew in place to lining. 
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She can also wear it as a sundress… 
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Or a jumper! 
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Finding closure 
Chatty’s clothes usually opened all the way down the back and often had coordinating undies or in one case a 
bodysuit.  Once you’ve dressed her, you’ll see why…her arms only rotate in their sockets and her plastic is so 
stiff there is absolutely no side to side movement possible without hurting her.  If a dress is sewed partially up 
the back it might not open wide enough to fit both her arms at once.  Obviously, for an AG with flexible arms 
this is not relevant, but if your dolls are sharing with CC, keep it in mind. 
 
Chatty’s original factory clothes mostly closed with metal snaps set in by machine.  It’s tempting to want to 
use them to re-create a vintage look, especially with something so easy to install.  But here’s why those 
closures are bad: 

1. They are not replaceable if they break 
2. One side can pull out causing a hole in the fabric 
3. Metal on the inside of clothes can scratch the doll 
4. Metal can rust or discolor, potentially doing serious damage to a doll 

 
In vintage CC patterns, an overlap always existed for you to close that way.  I prefer to close my doll clothes 
flush in back with a strip of velcro, with plastic buttons and buttonholes as my next choice.  When I do use 
sew-in snaps, I try to get the kind that are either plastic or labeled as rust-proof.   


